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Baringa Partners is a 
market-leading consulting 
company with a focus on the 
challenges of tomorrow, 
operating in the Utilities, Energy 
& Resources, Financial Services, 
Telco and Consumer Retail 
sectors. 

We bring 
deep industry 

experience and 
expertise to 

client projects

We all roll up 
our sleeves to 

deliver

Our 
award-winning 

culture 
attracts the 

brightest 
people

Our 
independence 

means we 
always provide 

impartial 
advice

Collaboration 
runs through 
everything 

we do

Our reputation is hard won and we’re determined to keep it growing.

Offices worldwide 

UK, Germany, 
Ireland, UAE, 
USA and 
Australia

We don’t want to be the biggest… Baringa was founded in 2000 and now has:

600 55 6Employees Partners

We help clients using our deep 
industry insight to:

 Run more effective 
businesses

 Launch new businesses and 
reach new markets

 Understand and navigate 
industry change.

We have worked with energy and 
resources companies across:

 Strategy and regulation
 Energy market analysis
 Operating model design
 Operational excellence
 Back office transformation
 HR and Change
 Technical and Digital 

architecture and Solutions

Our clients include:

 Oil and Gas Companies
 Mining and Metals Companies
 Global Investment Banks
 Power and Water Utilities
 Insurance Providers
 Commodities Traders
 Asset Investors and Private 

Equity

Overview of Baringa Partners
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Our market footprint
We provide global advisory services to a range of clients from our bases in London, Dusseldorf, Dublin, Abu Dhabi, New 
York and Sydney, working right across the value chain

Power generation

Metals and mining

Trading

Energy storage

Energy and water retail

Smart technologies

Customers

Electric vehicles

Gas, Power, Water and H2

networks

Government
& regulators

Energy 
producers

Utilities

Energy 
retailers

Developers

Private equity

Infra & 
pension funds

Tech firms

OEMs

Lenders
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Key trends in the power generation sector
Fundamental changes are occurring in supply and demand, in light of economic and policy factors, 
innovation and technological advancement & a push towards decarbonisation and decentralisation

The share of renewable 
energy sources in the 

generation mix is expected 
to continue to increase due 

to increased cost-
competitiveness and 

favourable policy 
environment

Conversely, the share of coal 
will decline over time

The future share of gas and 
nuclear is more uncertain

In recent years energy efficiency 
measures and structural 
changes in the European 

economy have led to a steady 
decline in energy intensity

Going forward, increased 
electrification (e.g. electric 

vehicles and heat pumps) could 
lead to higher demand growth 

compared to recent years

These new load types and the 
gradual rise of the connected 

home could make demand side 
more responsive

Increased renewable penetration 
poses system challenges, 

requiring additional flexible 
assets in the system

DSR and batteries currently 
appear to offer the greatest 

potential however their 
deployment so far has been 

constrained by high costs and 
regulatory barriers

Additionally there is significant 
innovation with increased 

digitalisation of both the grid 
and beyond the meter

Growing importance of 
interconnection and cross-

border trade: in recent years 
we have seen an increase in 

physical interconnection 
between markets, as well as 

increased focus on 
eliminating barriers for 
cross-border trade (e.g. 

market coupling)

This trend is expected to 
continue given the positive 
impacts of interconnection 

for European consumers

Operational 
excellence and 

margins

The rise of renewables Increased electrification Distributed flexibility Cross-border trade
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In high renewable systems, the impact is magnified

– High renewable output can lead to low prices

– Low renewable output price can lead to high 
prices due to retirement of thermal plant

In systems with low renewable penetration, 
thermal plant set the price most of the time

The renewable output can determine which 
thermal generator will set the price

Renewable revenue cannibalisation (1)
Renewables of the same type tend to have high correlation of output. Increased renewable 
penetration can result in price volatility

Moderate renewable penetration High renewable penetration

50 €/MWh

40 €/MWh

70 €/MWh

0 €/MWh
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Price Wind & Solar

Renewable revenue cannibalisation (2)
Increased renewable penetration from the same type can result in “cannibalisation” of revenues

There can be negative correlation of 
renewable output and system price

High renewable output puts downward 
pressure to prices and therefore the 
renewable generation-weighted 
average price can be lower than the 
time-weighted average power price

In 2017 in Germany, average baseload 
price was 34.2 €/MWh while the 
generation-weighted average price 
captured by onshore wind farms is 
estimated at 28.6 €/MWh (a discount 
of 16.4 %)

Therefore high renewables deployment 
can lead to cannibalisation of their 
main revenue stream

Source of data: ENTSOE
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We observe a move from a world of subsidies to an 
uncertain world with less control over future 
revenue streams

Future routes to market:

– Full exposure to the wholesale market (mainly 
utilities & high-risk players with large balance 
sheets)

– PPA-based agreements with appropriate risk 
sharing between different parties (depending 
on risk appetite)

It is likely that there will be a feedback loop in the 
investment cycles of renewables: There may be 
cycles with high renewable development (which 
could lead to lower wholesale prices), followed by 
cycles with lower development (which in turn could 
lead to higher wholesale prices) etc

Change in investment risk of renewables

Solar and wind technologies have very high fixed 
costs and virtually zero variable costs

Gas plant have much lower fixed costs and much 
higher variable costs: the variable costs depend on 
the operation of the plant and can be adjusted to 
market conditions

Thermal plant have diversity of revenue streams 
(ancillary services, capacity market, wholesale)

– The interdependency of these markets is likely 
to grow over time – i.e. developments in the 
ancillary services and capacity markets will have 
a growing influence on the wholesale market

Conversely, merchant renewable revenues are 
mainly dependent on wholesale market revenues, 
which can be subject to high uncertainty. 
Renewable revenue is output based rather than 
capacity based

Costs Shift in the route to market for renewables

Revenue streams
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Balancing costs and networks

There is currently a clear trend in Europe to make 
renewable generators balance responsible parties 
i.e. to pay for their imbalance costs. This increases 
risk for renewable generators

Policy makers also want to see sharper imbalance 
prices to provide incentive signals for:

– renewable generators to reduce their imbalance 
(better forecast and higher diversity of output)

– bringing forward investment in flexible 
technologies (e.g. DSR, battery)

It is interesting to note that, despite the huge 
investments made in renewable capacity recently, 
currently there is little evidence that balancing 
costs have increased significantly (e.g. the costs of 
balancing the system in Germany have remained 
broadly unchanged in recent years)

Balancing costs Network costs
Network costs have increased significantly in 
markets with high renewable penetration

– Note also that, where renewable capacity has 
increased without a corresponding increase in 
network capacity, the costs of re-dispatching the 
system (taking network constraints into 
account) have also increased

In continental Europe, grid connection costs are 
typically socialised

In the future a key goal will be cost-reflective grid 
connection costs in order to ensure that 
renewables are build in areas closer to demand or 
to areas with strong network infrastructure




